Intel Promotional Material Release (“PMR”) Form

Intel
Promotional
Activity

Release And
Terms

Intel Promotional Activity (or “Activity” or “Activities”) is an Intel sponsored activity or program that markets,
promotes, or provides education about the products and/or services of Intel. This form is your permission to Intel
and to Original Equipment Manufacturers , channel resellers and to Independent Software Vendors working with
Intel (“Intel Partners”) to use your Properties that you will upload in those Activities.
Examples of Activities include, but are not limited to: internal presentations; case studies; audio/video
presentations for sales or trade shows; advertising, web content; annual reports; point-of-sale displays; and
demonstration programs.
Depending on the specific Activity, Intel may need to reference or copy the Properties, in whole or in part;
incorporate the Properties into any form of fixed media; combine copies or partial copies of the Properties with
materials owned by the Provider or third parties; create new content; and make copies as reasonably necessary
for an Activity, including for display or distribution to third parties via any form of electronic or print media; and
for co-marketing activities with Intel Partners.
RELEASE: I, on behalf of myself or my company (the “Provider”), hereby grant permission to Intel Corporation
and its worldwide subsidiaries, contractors (“Intel”) and to Intel Partners to display and reproduce the listed
Properties, so long as the Properties are used as part of an Intel Promotional Activity. I understand and
acknowledge that this permission is a release of any claims by me or my company for any copyright or
trademark infringement with respect to the Intel Promotional Activity.

OTHER TERMS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
 I warrant that I have the authority to execute this
release on behalf of myself and, if I am employed
by a company, also on behalf of my company.

 Intel owns all copyrights to any photographs or
video footage it takes and to any of the derivative
works created as a result of this Release.

 Intel maintains editorial control of the materials
created for an Activity.

 I understand that I can terminate this Release upon
30 days written notice; but this Release shall
remain effective for those Activities that Intel
incurred financial obligations to perform prior to
termination or when necessary to deplete inventory
of materials that existed at time of termination.

 Intel has no obligation to display the Properties, or
to provide compensation
 Intel does not acquire any ownership interest in the
Properties as a result of this Release

